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One of the most important deliverables of the post-genomic era has been a new and
nuanced appreciation of how the environment shapes—and holds potential to alter—the
expression of susceptibility genes for behavioral dimensions and disorders. This paper will
consider three themes that have emerged from cutting-edge research studies that utilize
newer molecular genetic approaches as well as tried-and-true genetic epidemiological
methodologies, with particular reference to evolving perspectives on resilience and
plasticity. These themes are: (1) evidence for replicable and robust shared environmental
effects on a number of clinically relevant behaviors in childhood and adolescence;
(2) evolving research on gene-environment interaction; and (3) a newer focus on differential
susceptibility and plasticity. The net sum of these themes is that consideration of genetic
effects on behavioral dimensions and disorders needs to be connected to thinking about
the role of environment as a potent source for promoting resilience and change.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, genetic research on human behavior—
both normative behaviors and clinically relevant dimensions and
disorders—has reached new levels of intensity. The results of
genetically informative studies are now commonplace in main-
stream journals in psychology and psychiatry and no longer the
province of just specialty journals. As the focus on genetics has
spread, and more interdisciplinary researchers have become part
of the collective voice, a number of new models are emerging that
provide conceptual guideposts to the varied ways that genes influ-
ence development—and the multiple factors that can influence
gene expression.

Perhaps the most fundamental perspective to emerge in the
post-genomic era is that gene expression with relevance for
behavior occurs within salient and powerful environmental con-
texts. This statement goes way beyond outdated and non-specific
debates about nature and nurture. Rather, both classical behav-
ioral genetic approaches (which rely on statistical partitioning
of genetic and environmental effects on individual differences in
dimensions or disorders) and newer paradigms that incorporate
specific gene markers have led to refinements of prior conceptual
models as well as the generation of alternative frameworks. As
much of the work to date has focused on developmental issues,
I will make particular (but not exclusive) reference to studies on
children and adolescents.

In this paper I will highlight three themes that are making
important inroads in our understanding of how genetic differ-
ences amongst individuals leads to meaningful differences in
behavioral development. In particular, I am coming from the

perspective of what “resilience” may mean in the post-genomic
era. As an overall statement, what we will consider is the extent
to which “risk genes” lead to adverse behavioral outcomes from
the perspective of gene-environment interplay. The general model
which holds for nearly every behavioral dimension or disorder is
the classic multifactorial framework which posits that a number
of genetic loci and a number of environmental (or more specifi-
cally non-genetic) factors come together to shape the expression
of phenotypes. The key issue now in the post-genomic era is
to consider a number of potential models in which these two
streams of influence—genetic and environmental—intersect to
either express the consequences of risk or provide some buffer
against adverse developmental outcomes. Thus, the three themes
presented here will be discussed from the lens of a risk-resilience
perspective.

THEME ONE: THERE ARE SYSTEMATIC ENVIRONMENTAL
INFLUENCES ON BEHAVIORAL DIMENSIONS AND
DISORDERS IN ADDITION TO GENETIC EFFECTS
For decades, most behavioral genetic research—natural experi-
ments such as the classic twin design—suggested that individual
differences in nearly all behavioral phenotypes were the product
of two primary sources of influence—genes and non-shared envi-
ronment. The bottom line of this type of quantitative model was
that genes were the driving force behind both familial similarity
and dissimilarity, as there was no evidence for systematic effects
of the environment that would promote similarity between family
members. From the perspective of resilience, then, there would be
two primary processes to consider for a given behavioral disorder.
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First, family members (for example, siblings) would of course
both share, and not share, risk genes to varying degrees—thus the
luck of the DNA draw would put siblings at higher versus lower
risk and reflect the extent to which resilience would even be a rele-
vant construct (kids at low genetic risk have no need to be resilient
from the genomic perspective). Second, there would be unique
environmental influences—unique in the sense that they do not
contribute to familial similarity and reflect individual-specific
environmental factors—that would impact siblings differently
and could represent potential pathways to resilience. It is noted
that part of the non-shared environmental effect would arise
from genetic differences. For example, youth with (theoretically
speaking) higher doses of risk genes could react differently to the
environment or be exposed to particular environmental events
because of their genetic make-up. Resilience in this model could
come from unique environmental effects that provide some type
of buffer against the expression of risk genes.

While this model is plausible, a newer perspective is emerging
from a number of genetically informative studies which suggests
that shared environmental factors—non-genetic influences which
promote similarity between family members—may in fact exert
potent effects on risk for a number of behavioral dimensions and
disorders in childhood and adolescence. Take, for example, the
etiology of substance use in adolescence, the typical period of first
onset. It is certainly the case that the initiation of substance use
(e.g., tobacco, alcohol, marijuana), and quantitative estimates of
amount of use, in adolescence has been shown to reflect heritable
influences. However, many reviews have concluded that shared
environmental factors also play a critical role in the initiation/use
of substances in adolescence and some behavioral genetics see
this as the dominant force which shapes precocious exposure to
substances (see Rende and Waldman, 2006; Rende et al., 2009;
Rende, 2011). As these reviews have suggested, this is a consistent
finding across many genetically informative studies and across
multiple cultures. It is also becoming apparent that shared envi-
ronmental effects can not only have immediate effects but in fact
become more influential during the transition from adolescence
to early adulthood (Distel et al., 2011). Furthermore, there is
evidence that they may be especially important at the extremes of
behavior—for example, shared environmental effects are differen-
tially more influential on high-levels of adolescent smoking than
on the full range of individual differences (Rende et al., 2005).

It is worth emphasizing that this pattern of results has not only
been found for adolescent substance use. There has been a similar
recognition of, and appreciation for, the role of shared environ-
ment as a significant predictor of delinquent/antisocial behavior
in early adolescence and the stability of these high-risk behav-
iors throughout adolescence (Burt et al., 2007, 2010, 2011). In
addition, a number of studies have shown high-levels of depres-
sive symptoms in adolescence are unduly influenced by shared
environmental effects, whereas the broad range of individual dif-
ferences does not show such evidence (Rende and Waldman,
2006).

One of the key aspects of this work on shared environment is
that systematic effects have been replicated. The non-shared envi-
ronmental model emphasizes individual-specific environmental
effects. While these are undoubtedly important for individuals,

the strong evidence for shared environmental effects suggests
more lawful associations between environment and behavioral
outcome, particularly for clinically salient phenotypes such as
substance use and delinquent behavior. Recent studies are begin-
ning to uncover moderators of these shared environmental
effects. For example, we have utilized a powerful twin-sibling
design—via analysis of the genetically informative subsample of
the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Development—
along with a measure of the sibling relationship to examine
if sibling dynamics explain some of the shared environmen-
tal effect on adolescent substance use. Our work (Rende et al.,
2005; Slomkowski et al., 2005) has suggested a sibling contagion
model: having a connected relationship—including spending
time together, liking each other, and having mutual friendships—
with a sibling who uses substances is not only highly predictive
of use, it functions as a strong shared environmental effect (after
controlling for genetic relatedness). Other genetically informative
studies confirm that shared environmental influences—rather
than genetic relatedness—represent the most salient pathways to
sibling similarity for substance use in adolescence (Samek and
Rueter, 2011). Family process researchers have emphasized the
important role that siblings play in creating family-wide dynam-
ics that promote risk for behavioral problems (Reiss et al., 2000;
Rende et al., 2005, 2009; Slomkowski et al., 2001, 2005, 2009).
Using data from the genetically informative NEAD project, Reiss
et al. (2000) have provided extensive evidence that parental and
sibling interactions are empirically linked via environmental pro-
cesses (even after controlling for genetic similarity), forming a
socially driven family sub-system with predictive value for ado-
lescent adjustment. Recent genetically informative studies (e.g.,
Burt et al., 2007) that utilize videotaped interaction data exam-
ining antisocial behavior provide an opportunity to control for
confounds such as rater effects that may skew findings based on
self-report data. In this work core parenting and sibling interac-
tive behaviors have been shown to reflect shared environmental
processes.

What are the implications here in terms of resilience in the face
of a high genetic load for behavioral problems? A first primary
one is that the robust and replicable shared environmental effects
demonstrate convincingly that genes are not the only systematic
streams of influence on behavioral development particularly prior
to adulthood—and as a corollary not the only pathway for famil-
ial resemblance. While genetic risk is important, it is most likely
expressed in the context of strong environmental forces that either
promote or buffer risk—and may in fact be a constant influence
on behavioral development throughout childhood and (at a min-
imum) through adolescence. So one consideration is that we must
not overstate the importance of genes on behavioral development.
They are a critical part of the equation, but not the only signifi-
cant term. Given the intense interest in genomics these days, it is
easy to lose sight that the sum of genetic risk for many behavioral
conditions in youth is not only not deterministic, but proba-
bly of lesser magnitude than many would assume—especially if
environmental measures are brought to bear on the issue.

From a more clinical perspective, many children and ado-
lescents are at high-risk for a number of behavioral prob-
lems because of their environment (keep in mind that “shared
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environment” does not equate “family environment”—there
could of course be systematic effects of local environment such
as neighborhood effects). Given this, a primary way of promoting
resilience given the (hypothetical) presence of “high-risk” genes
would be to alter these systematic environmental effects to lower
youth’s risk threshold (one could refer here to the fundamental
liability model that has been in play for over four decades). The
basic lesson here is that if genetic effects are not deterministic—
and in some cases are of a lower magnitude than the effects
attributable to the environment—then changing the environment
may be sufficient to reduce risk for a number of common behav-
ioral problems. And the more distal implication is that there
is much plasticity around the effects of genes, and pathways to
resilience do not inherently need to be biological in origin.

THEME TWO: THERE IS A GROWING LITERATURE
DOCUMENTING INTERACTION BETWEEN GENETIC
MARKERS AND ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES
Theme one makes the point that, for behavioral dimensions and
disorders, genes are simply part of the mix, and that environmen-
tal effects can be as influential and systematic. Notice, however,
that genetic risk was discussed in a general way with no reference
to actual genes. Over the last decade, highly influential work has
been conducted which has taken this on—and shown repeatedly
that risk alleles are differentially expressed based on the presence
or absence of environmental risk.

This line of work was initiated nearly a decade ago by the
publication of two highly influential papers showing evidence of
gene-environment interaction—one on risk for conduct disor-
der (Caspi et al., 2002) and one on risk for depression (Caspi
et al., 2003). In both cases specific risk alleles—drawn from
prior biological research on candidate genes—were shown to
predict high-levels of problem behavior, but only when crossed
with specific environmental risk factors. This work led to many
studies conducted over the past decade on gene-environment
interaction.

Caspi et al. (2010) have provided a cogent review of studies
deriving from their initial discovery that variation in the pro-
moter region of the serotonin transporter gene (5-HTT/SLC6A4)
moderated the link between stressful life events and depression.
What’s especially illuminating when thinking about resilience is
that they cast this work as examples of genetic sensitivity to the
environment. The idea here is that risk alleles may carry risk for
behavioral disorders because they moderate reactions to the envi-
ronment. The implication, then, is that specific gene markers
are influential in combination with environmental triggers, not as
main effects on behavioral dimensions and disorders.

A recent paper illustrates this principle well. Uher et al. (2011)
aimed this GxE framework at a critical clinical issue—predicting
persistent depression versus single-episode depression. Seminal
family studies conducted decades ago established convincingly
that persistent depression (in those studies typically represented
as early onset recurrent depression) aggregates strongly in fami-
lies, whereas single-episode depression does not. The Uher et al.
(2011) study offers a modern take on this by demonstrating (in
two independent samples) that genetic risk—the presence of two

short 5-HTTLPR alleles—confers an elevated risk for persistent
(but not single-episode) depression when crossed with prior
exposure to child maltreatment in childhood.

What does the conceptual and empirical work on GxE inter-
action imply about resilience? One proposition is that resilience
is a complex process by which the adverse, genetically moder-
ated reactions to environmental triggers are buffered through
some other factor. In the case of depression, one could think
of cognitive-behavioral therapies that help individuals learning
coping mechanisms in the face of life stressors. Similarly, antide-
pressants may be operating by reversing the genetically moderated
reactivity in the serotonin system to substantial stressors. The
key conceptual point here is that, in the case of behavioral
dimensions and disorders, risk alleles are not necessarily simply
randomly activated, nor are they deterministically expressed—
rather they may primarily function by influencing the sensitivity
to risk environments, consistent with the arguments put forth by
Caspi et al. (2010). So resilience—and models that would gen-
erate ways of promoting resilience for those at higher genetic
risk—becomes a more fine-grained proposition, and one with
some potential as more studies establish strong linkages between
specific risk alleles and known environmental triggers. The bot-
tom line, though, is that resilience may in some cases involve
changing the environment (the biological as well as psychoso-
cial environment) in order to lower the impact of high-risk
alleles.

THEME THREE: GENES MAY CONVENE HIGH REACTIVITY TO
BOTH GOOD AND BAD ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES
The GxE interaction model described above has historical roots
in diathesis-stress models of psychopathology. Diathesis-stress
models propose that clinically relevant phenotypes are the prod-
uct of both high-risk genes and high-risk environments—risk
genes and risk environments are each typically necessary but not
sufficient to lead to disorder. The key breakthrough of course
was to document this empirically and generate conceptual and
methodological frameworks for examining GxE interaction in a
forward-looking and informative way (Caspi et al., 2010). Over
the past few years, though, this model has been tweaked in
an interesting way with particular relevance for the concept of
resilience—with the claim being that risk genes may also confer
a particular ability to respond well to the environment.

The key idea is that specific “risk” genes (and related-
endophenotypic and phenotypic attributes and traits) do not
always confer just vulnerability in the face of environmental
adversity—rather they may also impart hyper-reactivity to pos-
itive experiences and influences and hence “differential suscepti-
bility” to the environment (Belsky and Pluess, 2009). Of particu-
lar importance to this review is that Belsky and Pluess suggest that
specific genes may function more like “plasticity factors” rather
than “vulnerability factors.” The overall suggestion is that genes
may make some people much more reactive to the environment,
and others much less so—and this would apply to both positive
and negative environments.

Some recent examples will help illustrate the concept.
Hankin and colleagues (2011) examined interactions between
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youths’ 5-HTTLPR genotype (the gene referenced above in the
work on depression) and degree of positive and supportive par-
enting (ranging from low to high) in three independent studies
using a range of methods (including coded laboratory obser-
vations of child-parent interactions and parental and youth
self-report). All three studies showed the same effect—youth
homozygous for the functional short allele of 5-HTTLPR were
more responsive to parenting, whether it was positive or nega-
tive. Youth at high genetic risk (the S’S’ group) had low-levels
of positive affect if their parents were unsupportive, but high-
levels of positive affect if their parents were supportive. The key
thing is that the S’S’ group was most responsive to parenting—
and their responsiveness followed the emotional polarity of
parenting. Thus, the S’S’ group was not just vulnerable to
negative parenting—they also profited the most from positive
parenting.

Other papers have presented similar findings from a number of
studies. There is, for example, evidence of differential susceptibil-
ity to the environment in youth as mediated by dopamine-related
genes (dopamine receptor D2, DRD4, dopamine transporter).
Bakermans-Kranenburg and van Ijzendoom (2011) report that
children with “less efficient dopamine-related gene polymor-
phisms” had worse outcomes when they were in negative envi-
ronments, but also showed the most benefit from being in
positive environments. A similar conclusion was reached in a
recent paper that focused on both serotonergic and dopamin-
ergic genes, social environments, and aggression in youth—
kids with “reactive” genes either showed the highest or lowest
levels of aggression depending on the valence of their social
environment.

It is important to recognize that the findings to date have
been reported for behavioral conditions such as aggression and
emotional expression. It could be argued, of course, that such
genetically moderated plasticity in response to different environ-
ments may not be the case for other behavioral disorders such as
autism or dyslexia (it is, of course, an open question). Thus, it will
be a conceptual and empirical task to examine how the principle
of differential susceptibility will apply to different genes and gene
systems, different sources of environmental influence, and differ-
ent clinical phenotypes. That said, the differential susceptibility
theory provides a novel model for how genes can reflect plas-
ticity rather than risk for behavioral phenotypes—particularly
as the key factor that shapes the translation from genotype
to adaptive versus maladaptive outcome is the nature of the
environment.

CONCLUSIONS
This brief overview highlights key conceptual and empirical
advances in research at the intersection of genes and environment.
Important themes from the perspective of resilience are that:

(1) New evidence for the importance of shared environment
highlights that genetic influences are not the only system-
atic factors that result in familial similarity for a number of
clinically relevant behaviors in childhood and adolescence.
This implies that “risk” genes may not be as powerful as
thought and they operate in the context of highly signifi-
cant environmental currents. Thus, resilience with respect to
risk genes can come from buffering provided by alternative
environments which lower overall risk for disorder;

(2) Seminal work on GxE interaction—conducted nearly a
decade ago—continues to resonate for a number of dimen-
sions and disorders in childhood, adolescence, and adult-
hood. The body of evidence suggests that risk-promoting
alleles are expressed and predict maladaptive functioning
when crossed with environmental pathogens. As such, reduc-
tions in these pathogens could represent important pathways
to resilience by turning off the triggers that activate risk-
promoting alleles;

(3) Expansion of the GxE perspective includes considerations of
differential susceptibility—the idea that a given “risk” allele
may in fact signal high reactivity to the environment and
phenotypes that match the valence of the environment (posi-
tive breeds positive; negative breeds negative). The important
takeaway here is that, for some disorders, influential alleles
may represent propensity for biological plasticity (the ten-
dency to be strongly shaped by the environment) rather than
risk or protection per se.

As genomic research on dimensions and disorders in childhood
and adolescence continues at a rapid pace, there will undoubt-
edly be many more informative empirical papers that will refine
the three themes reviewed in this article. Especially important
will be understanding how each of these three themes may apply
(more or less) for a range of behavioral outcomes. The over-
all implication, however, is clear—genes for behavior not only
operate in a rich environmental context, but their expression is
shaped in a dynamic interplay with the environment that can
be observed empirically (Rende, 2011). As such, the concept of
resilience—and the related-construct of plasticity—will continue
to be expanded and refined.
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